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have.Law professor and author Tell it to the judge Monday, August 1, 2005 Law prof places health
officials on hiding list More than two-dozen state and federal officials are being prevented from
publicizing important information about the H1N1 virus, sometimes by law, sometimes by gag
orders, say legal scholars. The list includes 14 health officials in the West, many of whom have been
barred from speaking to the press as the outbreak has spread across the nation. The federal officials
facing gag orders "are being prevented from speaking to their constituents," said Allison Ettinger, a
law professor at the University of California at Berkeley, who is also advising health officials on best
practices of communication. "It is unprecedented to keep high-level people like Centers for Disease
Control officials from speaking about a matter of public health when they are in a state of high
visibility," Ettinger added. Related Health officials can find themselves in a "trap," Ettinger noted,
when faced with a client who is requesting general information on the disease or who wants to bring
a legal claim or challenge the government's response. "A lawyer would give advice to the client on
the merits and then recommend to the client a way to proceed based on what the authorities are
doing. If a client says, 'Don't worry, we'll just take the lawsuit to court,' lawyers will have a hard time
advising because they have to do their jobs ethically," she said. Some experts say federal officials
who face gag orders are not subject to review by attorneys. "I don't think those rules apply to federal
health officials," said Doug Adler, co-founder of the Center for Health Law Reform, who also served
as a judge for the National Influenza Vaccine Injury Compensation Program between 1999 and 2004.
The federal program pays out $3.4 billion in compensation for vaccine-related injuries. "I think they
are more than adequately protected by their professional ethics," Adler said. The regulations
governing legal advice for health officials do not address gag orders, although many clinicians "are
well versed on the concept that professional medical advisors must speak on a broad range of
matters to their patients," Ettinger said. This is not the first time health officials have faced a gag
order, Ad
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